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Summerfest theater
highlighted.

Weaver predicts budget to be completed by July 1
8y DON O'BRIEN
.Editor in chief

For the second straight year the Illinois
(:Jeneral Assembly is taking its budget
~egotiations down to the wire. The
General Assembly has one week from
IOday to ratify the state budget by the July
1deadline.
·Despite the deadline clock ticking
way, 94th District State Rep. Mike
Weaver, R-Ashmore, is confident that the
legislators will not need to be in session
past the deadline.
"I think we are ahead of the game,"
Weaver said. "The chance of us being able
to agree (on a budget) before June 30 is
pretty good." Last year, the General
Assembly couldn't reach an agreement
before the deadline and went 19 days
beyond the scheduled June 30 adjourn111Cnt.
While the two sides may be closer to an
agreement than they were a year ago,
Weaver said a new budget concern sur-

Plan could help cities and towns
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) - Gov. Jim
Edgar and legislative leaders on Tuesday .
were considering a budget compromise
that would include borrowing money to
ensure cities and towns get their share of
a state income-tax surcharge.
Edgar indicated he might relent on
proposed alcohol and tobacco tax
increases if lawmakers temporarily deny
local governments' an $80 million
increase in surcharge money due after
July 1.
"I'm willing to talk if we recognize
that locals ought to be beld at where they

current!y are," Edgar said.
Lawmakers hinted a budget deal might
rely on higher revenue estimates than
Edgar based his spending plan on in
April. The 90-minute meeting, however,
focused mostly on the surcharge.
A 20-percent income-tax surcharge
was pushed through the General
Assembly in 1989 as a way to raise more
than $700 million a year for education
and local governments.
It was due to expire last year but got a
two-year extension, with some changes.

• Continued on page 2
faced during Tuesday's session.
"I'm starting to hear rumors that cuts to
education may be made," he said. "So far
we have been very successful in staying
away from (making cuts to) education. If

there are cuts to made in education, they
better be able to handle all the heat back
home."
The main haggles over the budget this
session have been Gov. Jim Edgar's pro-

posed tax increase on tobacco and alcohol
products and how the assembly is going to
handle income tax surcharge money that
currently goes to local governments.
In his April budget proposal, Edgar
proposed a tax increase on tobacco and
alcohol products that, if implemented,
would bring the state more than $90 million. However, Edgar has had trouble get-·
ting support for his tobacco and alcohol
tax increase.
Weaver said that he thinks that Gov.
Edgar's tax proposal won't get by the
General Assembly and added that it is
"not as a massive part of what (the
General Assembly) have got to find."
Money needs to be found to supplement
the income tax surcharge money that is
promised to the local governments.
Edgar's budget had the surcharge money,
which totaled $237 million, being taken
away from the local governments and
being used to prevent deeper cuts from

• Continued on page 2

OG approves contracts
nd purchases for 1993
approved purchases and conrenewals for Eastern in fiscal
1993.
The board approved, last Thurs1y. a request for $127,875.95 by
sident Stan Rives for the purof a Turnkey Sound System,
Lantz Gym.
The funds for the system will
1e from three equal sources at
cost of $42,625.32, not $383,:7.85 as stated in Monday's ediofThe News.
The funds will come from three
arate accounts, said Ron
1ona, incoming Apportionment
ud chair. Funds will come
111ally from "student activities,
using reserve and athletic
·e," Carmona said.
The portion which will come
student activities funds will be
· ·.ed in two equal portions from
reserve funds and concert
e funds, Carmona said. Each
the student reserves will see
1,312.66 going towards the
d system purchase.
Thompson Electronics Company
Peoria submitted the low bid that
approved by the Board.
According to BOG spokeswom-

an Pam Meyer, the board approved
all expenditure recommendations
for Eastern.
At the January 17, 1991 meeting,
the Board approved the purchase of
an IBM ES9000 Model 260 mainframe computer at a cost of
$971,194.78 to be made in installment payments from FY 1991 thru
FY 1995.
The Board approved to pay
$193,348.26 for the FY93 payment.
Approval was given to continue
an annual contract with Triangle
Marketing Corporation, Westmont
for the purchase of newsprint for
Student Publications, at a cost of
$52,900.
A contract with Wm. M. Grant
and Sons, Charleston wa.s reapproved for the removal and disposal
for bolier waste from the university
heat plant.
The Board voted to to renew the
one year contract at no increase in
price for the period which will
begin July 1 at $20 per ton and not
exceeding $107,200. and an annual
contract with Aratex Services, Inc.
Decatur was approved for the linen
rental and laundry service.
The Board's next meeting is
scheduled for July 2, this meeting
will be Rives last as president of
Eastern.

DAN KOONCE/t;taff photographer

Ready? OK!
A Universal Cheerleading Association instructor leads the Round Lake cheerleading squad in a cheer on
the Library Quad Tuesday afternoon. Cheerleading squads are on campus all week participating in instructional camps.

anham appointed to head Booth Library
After a one year search Allen Lanham has been
ed Eastern 's Dean of Library Services.
Lanham who has served as acting dean since August
1991, is responsible for all functions of Booth Library.
,anhams duties include budgeting, human resources,
dlaterials and physical facilities.
Lanham was recommended for the position by a
search committee chaired by College of Liberal Arts
,and Sciences Dean, Jon Laible. The committee consisted of 11 faculty, staff, administrators and students.
"Lanham has done an excellent job as acting dean

during the past year and I am pl.eases that the search
committee has recommended his permanent appointment," said President Stan Rives.
Booth Library has collection of more than 600,000
volumes and employs 67 faculty, staff and administrators.
"It has been a pleasure to work with the faculty and
staff of Booth Library during this past year. Their
enthusiasm for providing the best possible information
services to the University community and residents of
the surrounding region is outstanding.

Prior to coming to Eastern, Lanham was a member of
the faculty of the Inter American University of Puerto
Rico music faculty since 1976 and was chair of its
Music Department for eight years.
"I look forward to building upon the sound traditions
of Booth Library and promoting access to its collection,
Media Services and the University Archives. With input
from the faculty and students, we will strive to maintain
or develop further the variety of quality services,"
Lanham said.
-Staff report
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FROM PAGE ONE
Weaver
•From page I
state agencies. Edgar counted on
the tobacco/alcohol tax in making his budget. Without those
monies spending projections had
to be cut.
The Democrats, on the other
hand, proposed their budget last
week which called for cuts in
state e.mployees and had the
entire $237 million in surcharge
monies going back to the local
government. This past year the
local governments received
$157 million and were promised
an increase to the $237 million
total as part of a compromise
last year.
House republicans, who submitted one of four budget currently on the table, proposed
that surcharge monies stay at the
same amount next year as they
had received this past year and
use the $80 million surplus for
state programs.
"There is a great deal of sentiment to give the (surcharge)
monies to the local communi-

ties," said Weaver of the surcharge issue. "It looks as though
the local governments will get a
good chunk, if not all of the
money. But we still have to find
somewhere to cut to get that
money."
A fifth budget proposal may
soon be on the table Weaver
said. '
"The Senate Democrats my
have a budget proposal on the
table soon," he said. "Everyone
has an idea of what direction
they want (the budget) to go."
A twist on this year 's budget
battle has is the fact that the
general elections come on the
heels of the session in
November. All 177 members of
the Illinois General Assembly
have their seats up for grabs.
"We have been working on
organization and getting out to
the various county fairs,"
Weaver said. "To be real honest,
I would much rather be (at the
fairs and on the campaign
trail)."
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subs & salads
430 W. Lincoln * Charleston
(next to C & M Video)

$1.00 OFF

1

THURSDAY
Rum drinks 50¢ off

1

any 6" or 12" Sub

I
II
with this coupon
I Not valid with delivery. Limit one per customer per visit. Not valid with
any other offer or promotion. Coupon expires 7·12·92.
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LIVE BANDS

---------------BEAUTIFUL

FRIDAY
Vulgar Boatmen
w / Karen Hellyer

SATURDAY

SWEETHEART

Cathy Richardson

ROSES
We Have Mixed Colors

$1595
2 Dozen Vased $ 219.5.
1 Dozen
Vased

NOBLE
Flower Shop
503 Jefferson 345-7007

Budget
bonds or loans go through.
Surcharge money then could
The state and local govern- go toward restoring budgets cuts
ments are dividing surcharge approved last week by House
money 50-50 this year and local Democrats. Edgar and the Senate
governments get about $157 mil- leader want to add money for
lion this year. The local share is prisons, mental health and
supposed to increase to 75 per- abused children.
cent, or $237 million, after July
Senate GOP Leader James
l.
"Pate" Philip said he thinks the
IAn eat:lier proposal by Sen . . state ne~ds the $80 million ~or.e
Richard Luft, D-Pekjn, suggest- than local g_overnments.
. . .
ed' diverting "th'a t ;$8'0 'iri1lfioh ., " Philip; ~-Wood Dale, also said .
boost into the state treasury and Edgar's tax increases appear
issuing bonds to cover the "down and wounded, at best."
increase.
The possible surcharge package
Edgar had sought to use all the might allow the state to borrow
surcharge money for general up to $155 million so cities and
state spending, but the new pro- towns get their full surcharge
posal represents a change of dollars or more for capital proheart.
jects.
"He's coming around. We've
The leaders also said they
. got the heat to his feet," said . were considering raising the budThomas Fitzsimmons, executive get projections by $80 million,
director of the Illinois Municipal giving the state more money to
League.
spread around its agencies.
Legislators are working
Edgar's budget aides, burned
against a June 30 deadline _ their by over-optimistic estimates last
scheduled adjournment _ to summer, took a wait-and-see
approve a budget for the fiscal approach Tuesday.
year beginning July l.
They refused to budge from
Edgar said he's willing "to projections that lawmakers congive" on the tax increases, sider conservative . But th ey
which would raise about $93 wouldn't rule out a change
million, if lawmakers agree to depending on how tax collecdeny local governments' the $80 tions end for the current ~iscal
million surcharge increase until year.
' ·· •·
'
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Jerry's Pizza & Pub
345-2844

WEDNESDAY
"", DRINK SPECIAL
Leinenkugel's .
Pitchers

r----------,
r----------,
Smatl_Single. :
~. , .~arge $.irig le . ·:

Ingredient Pizza 1
& Quart of Coke :

1 Ingredient

Pizza 1
: & Quart of Coke :

$3.00

: $7.95 : $5.95 :

THURSDAY
STEAK NIGHT

I

8 Oz. Choice
Charbroiled Sirloin,
Homemade Fries, Slaw

I
Delivered 345-2844 I
I
Expires 6-30-92
I

I

: Delivered 345-2844 :
I

Expires 6-30-92

I

L----------..1
r----------, L----------..1
r----------,

$6.95
5-9 p.m.

:

Large Two
Small Two
:
1 :
1 Ingredient Pizza 1 1 Ingredient Pizza 1
: & Quart of Coke: : & Quart of Coke :

IMPORT DKAFf
DAY
All Import Drafts

$ l •5 0

: $9.25 : : $6.95 :

Watneys Red Barrell,
Guinness, ffarp and
· Double Diamond Ale
Kitchen Hours
Mon.-Sat 11 a.m .• !il p.m.
Bar ttours

LARGE or Small,
Try Them ALL!

I

I I

I

: Deliv.~red ,345-2844: : Delivered 345-2844:

~

·' ' '11 a.n\:' I a.m. ~

I

Expires 6-30-92

I I

L----------~

Expires 6-30-92

L----------.J

Tonite at Mother's...
Lucky Cup Nite!

C

Air

0 ndition ·

'Ing

(win a T-shirt and more)

$1 20 oz. Drafts (Lite & MGD)
Steak Kabobs only 99¢
There's no place like

I

Mother's on the weekend!

Thurs., Fri. and Saturday

25¢ Drafts
$1 Bottles
plus food and shot specials
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Stories by Gail Valker
Photos by J.A. Winders

astern SummerFest
Eastern Illinois University's
1erFest Theatre Company is
than a group of students actin their spare time. The group
1votes their entire summer to
lucing professional theatre in
1iversity setting.
:The company is made ·up of
Eastern students and faculwell as experienced actors,
tents and graduates of other
1versities. In addition to audis held here on campus,
sends recruiters to large
itions in surrounding cities in
hopes of attracting diverse ta!Two actors from institutions
1e r than Eastern are in
·Ieston for the SummerFest
,y's third season. Michael
Wollner who graduated in May
Briar Cliff College in Souix
lty, Iowa, and Erin Gallagher
graduated in May from the
'1versit}i of Missouri have both
to work with the compa~or a second summer.
·Wollner, originally hired
ugh the Mid -American
.tre Conference, has held a
'1ety of movie and play roles
to coming to Eastern. He
s to be touring in the fall

Not Just a School Play

Simon plays headline SummerFest lineup
Three Neil Simon plays and Story
Theatre, a group of child-oriented skits are
highlighting the SummerFest Company's
third season.
God's Favorite, a comedic take-off on the
Book of Job, is currently running and will
have shows at 8 p.m. on June 24, 25, 26, 27
and at 2 p.m. on June 28.
The storyline of God's Favorite revolves
around the question, "Why do bad things
happen to good people?" The set is a Long
Island mansion, home to a tycoon, his wife, a
prodigal son and a pair of kookie twins.
In the first scene, a messenger from God
enters wearing a sweatshirt with a big "G"
on the the front. He tells our modem Job to
renounce God.
When the tycoon refuses to do so he and
his family are plagued by everything from

.

fire to hemoroids.
The play is filled with laughs from start to
finish.
Barefoot in the Park, one of Simon's more
famous plays, will have shows at 8 p.m. on
July 1 thru 11 and at 2 p.m. on July) and 12.
Barefoot in the Park is a comedy about the
trials and tribulations of a pair of newlyweds
in New York City.
Brighton Beach Memoirs, Simon's autobi-

with the Nebraska Theatre Gallagher has done a good deal of
Caravan's production of Dicken's, work in community theatres along
with some. educational films for
A Christmas Carol.
Erin Gallagher was spotted last the Missouri school system.
year by a scout at a St. Louis After the summer, she plans on
audition. She said, "I enjoyed going to Orlando, Fla. as a stepworking with the SummerFest ping stone to Los Angelos. In the
Company last summer and want- -future, Gallagher hopes to pursue
television.
ed to return for a second season." a career in film
Raised in West Virginia,
Gallagher, Wollner and the six-

and

ographical memory play, will be showing at I
8 p.m. on July 15 thru 25 and at 2 p.m. on ·
July 19 an_d 26. 1
,,. •
~·l-' , • ., ., ·< , .,
A comedy/drama, Brighton Beach
Memoirs is a portrait 'of- the w.dte'r
teenager growing up in Brooklyn in 1937. 1
The circumstances surrounding the family's .
lower middleclass lifestyle make for a heartfelt, believable story.
Along with the Neil Simon Jrilogy, Story
Theatre will have shows at 11 a.m. on June
29 & 30 and at 2 p.m. on June 24, 27 and
July 1.
All shows are held in the Doudna Fine
Arts center. Ticket prices for the Simon plays
are: Eastern students $3, Adults $6, Senior
citizens and youths $5.
Story Theatre is $1 for all audience members.

as·a

teen other company members will
design and build sets and lighting,
advertise, direct and act all summer long. In the process, they will
add to their experience in all
aspects of play production
while providing top-rate entertainment for the public.
Amelia Heape, a senior theatre/speech major at Eastern

working
in
her
second
SummerFest season, said: "It's a
lot of fun and a lot of work. If we ·
were paid by the hour, we'd all be
rich. The members of the group
are almost always together and
stress can build up but in the long
run the experience builds stamina."
~
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Attention; Start keeping alf'Your junk

It's time to sift through all of
your drawers and turn your closet upside down in search of a
timepiece that if you're lucky
could wind up paying for your
college education In one swift
swoop.
Thanks to a short dose of
MTV on Monday, I was stunned
to learn that those cheap, plastic
Swatch watches that people
. didn't even think twice about
buying in the mid 1980s are Don
now collectors Items.
O'Brien
It seems that many of the dif- - - - - - - •
ferent designs that Swatch came
out with wound up being limited edition models.
Editorials represent the opinion
The folks at Swatch didn't tell anyone when they
were plopping down as much as 50 bucks for the
of the editorial board. Columns
watches. At first. I thought they looked like like
cheap pieces of plastic to me. Almost like those
are the opinion of the author.
watches you can get at a gas station for $3.99 with a
flllup.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 24, 1992
I have always been a guess watch wearer. No I
~
don't wear a Guess brand watch - I just look down
.at my wrist and guess what time It is. So I've never
1
.
•
' · •
• been big on watches in the fltst place.
·
·
,.. ·
-. "·'. • · ·' While watching. M>W -News, host Tabitha Soren
explained how collecting Swatches had caught flre
oversees and how the craze has hit the United
States. The station had footage from the first-ever
Swatch watch auction in New York.
I. sat and ate my lunch while Soren reported that
some limited edition Swatches have sold for more
than $ t 0,000 and that a Swatch they focused on in
At the spring commencement cere- their story sold for $34,000 at the New York auction.
watch supposedly was one of only three of its
monies Eastern President Stan Rives The
kind produced by Swatch.
named Barbara Hill to take over as
I remember that when the Swatch watch hit the
Eastern's Provost and Vice President for market my parents asked me if I would like one for
my birthday. Instead of the Swatch. I think I settled
Academic Affairs. Hill, who served as act- .on a set of baseball cards. A good gift for a kid who
ing VPAA since the departure of Robert loves baseball. but it looks like they might have gota better investment if they would have bought
Kindrick, was one of four candidates and ten
the Swatch.

.OPINION
page

- Iy .·PI acing
•
.'E.ar
.
• ht
was the rig
•
.
d
h
t Ing to 0

two finalist for the position.
The academic affairs selection was to be
announced by whoever followed retiring
President Rives as Eastern' s new president.
•
.
Rives steps down July
3·1. which meant that
il
·
tfre .. po-sitiort ·wot'.ltt:tn "t
-:" fi'kve'-'b~er{ 'fllt~a until 'August at the earn,.:
est.
In an editorial published in the spring
semester, The News asked for the- selection
to be made as soon as possible.
Fortunately our wish was granted with the
Hill announcement at the commencement
ceremonies.
Had the announcement been delayed
until Rives' successor had been in place it
would have given Eastern's upper administration two new members. After Rives
departs, the senior member of E~stern's
administration will be Vice Pr~sident for
Development Steven Falk, who has three
· years of administrative service. Charles
Colbert, vice president for business affairs,
has just finished his first year in his position
and the position of vice ·p resident of student affairs recently opened with the
retirement of Glenn Williams.
Another plus with the placement of Hill
before the Eastern' s new leader arrives is
the fact that she will be the one in charge
in the intermediate perioq of adjustment
between leaders.
When the new president is finally chosen, it will help to have the VPAA already
in place to work with the president handi n -hand and make the transition to the
Eastern community easier.

The whole point of the matter is that I can't
that something as cheap looking as a Swatch
believe
\
watch is actually worth more than it originally sold
for. Friends who have had Swatch watches tell m
that they were always breaking down on them and
weren't worth the money.
Can we rank Swatch watches into the same cat
gory as classic paintings, famous art, old cars an
bubblegum cards as a legitimate collectors item?
don't think anyone should. believe the hype. Tim
wlll soon run out on these new-found collecto
Items.
I got to wondering after the Swatch discovery t
if those watches have some sort of collectors val
than what else lurking in our closets and drawe
may be worth something In the future.
Could a pair of old shoes, say an original pair
Nike Air jordans. be worth money someday? Ho
about that Abba 8-track stuck In the shoebox wl
your 8-track player? That could just turn out to be
dally double in the near future.
We can also start looking towards the future I
what may have some collectors value. I think It'
time to stack up on Ross Perot campaign T-shl
and buttons and autographed 8 by 10 color photo
the stars from the TV series "Saved by The Bell."
Maybe the column you're reading right now m
become a collector's Item. Since we print a limit
number of papers in the summer (around 4,000) n
too many p~o.P.le have. access to the paper. Tak
away the number of papers -that get thrown awa
left in the bins. used for bird cage liner and to hou
train dogs and there may only be 500 copies of th
column left after Thursday.
If I should be lucky enough to win a Pulitzer Prl
someday. people wlll be scattering to find my ea
work, like this column, that I had published before
hit big time.
That may be a stretch of reality, but just in case I'
take all autograph requests on this column to m
It worth that much more in the future. just as long
you tell me what time it is - with a Swatch watch .
Don O'Brien ls the editor in chief for the summ
edition of The Daily Eastern News.

ldttorlal

The appointment of
Barbara Hill as _provost
and vice president for
academic affairs assures
excellence in that office.
Stan Rives

Your turn •••
Pro-lifer gives
his side. of issue
Dear Editor:
I am writing In response to
Mary Grlder's letter, which
appeared In Monday, April 27th's
edition of The Dally Eastern
News.
I would first like to applaud
Ms. Grider's political activism,
and her willingness to stand up
publicly for her beliefs. These are
two qualities which I find lacking
in many college students today.
Her strong support of the prochoice movement is openly stated. and readers can have no
doubt as to where she stands on
the issue of abortion. I would like
to address the other side of the
issue. as I myself am pro-life.
As politicians and leaders of
the pro-choice movement speak
of the right of a woman to
choose. I think they tend to forget of a third party. A third party
that has _n~ ~~i~e _yet ".:V!t.h, yvhich

to speak it's own opinion on the
question of whether it will live or
die. I believe that no human
being should be saddled with the
monstrous decision of whether or
not to take life. especially when
the person whose life Is in question is unable to make a case for
Itself, defending It's right to live.
Another point I would like to
make regarding the right of a
woman to choose deals with the
fact that women do have a right
to choose. They have the right to
choose not to get pregnant!
Keeping in mind the awesome
variety in birth control available, I
cannot fathom how a woman
could, besides in the case of
rape, becomes pregnant if she
chose not to. Choosing not to get
pregnant avoids the entire complex question of whether or not
to get an abortion.
Finally. one of the main points
raised by pro-choice activists is
the rights of women, and the fact
that pro-life supporters take away
basic rights, and do not feel
rights a~~ .i(l}PPltqQ{:. J_~9\JIQ • •

state that we as pro-life adv
cates do support human righ
rights that United States cltize
have held dear for hundreds
years. We support the most bas
right, that of life Itself. Eac
human being has the right to Ii
a long. complete and producti
life. from the moment of it'
eventual death I

Letter Policy
The Dally Eastern News encour
ages letters to the editor concer
Ing any local, state, national o
international issue.
Letters should be less than 3
words. For the letter to be print
the name of the author, in addltio
to the author's address and tel
phone number, must be included.
Anonymous letters will not
printed.
If a letter has more than thr
authors. only the names of the firs
three will be printed.

.
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Faulty ·pacemakers
given to 18 patients
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - More labeled, expired or previously
than 100 patients may have used pacemakers or their insulat% received faulty or mislabeled ed wires were sold to hospitals in
1
heart pacemakers from a busi- Jive states: Indiana, Illinois, Ohio,
nessman charged with selling Michigan and Delaware.
One of the allegedly mislabeled
used or altered devices , a law
enforcement source said Tuesday. pacemakers was implanted in
At least 18 patients underwent James Ballard at St. Anthony
surgery to remove and replace Medical Center in Crown Point in
pacemakers supplied by Michael November 1985, the indictment
Walton, 43, who operated at least claims. Ballard died in July 1986
five businesse.s out of a of a heart attack, said his daughHammond storefront, the source ter, Pamela Ballard.
told The Associated Press on con"We've lost both of our parents
in the last six years, and when
dition of anonymity.
Walton was arrested Saturday something like this comes forin Las Vegas after a federal grand ward you wonder if this had any .
jury issued a 13-count indictment link to my father's death," Ms.
against him and six former Ballard said.
__
..
employees. U.S. Magistrate
:. Investigator~. seized a.PflfxiRobert JohnstQ;n ...~'P::J'~sd;.i,i.Y.~~ ~.~ l~~~~r.s..~n a
;- :ord~r-ed Walt~(J:~!l~4faftf..~J)i;ui(ry l"9YO -ta1d on Walton's
~ MARI OGAWAIP.:t:iotO:editor ·~: ~ndiana to face 'iv.detention hear- no~-def.unct
Cardiotronics
..
;',> .i:• ·: .:.r,_} · ·,, ~ :'"•·,;~"··· ~ ;.,-... _-.• :: •. mg.
busmess m Hammond, the source
•,,:·7 ,;" _: .··• ,,
Walton, who reportedly had said. Eleven of the pacemakers
,fl ..:.'r' C. ''
been living in Las Vegas about had been used in other patients,
Larry Shobe, a university grounds keeper, waters the plants Tuesday afternoon in front of the Lumpkin eight months, had no comment as the source said.
he was led away from court.
The same storefront also was
College of Business. Temperatures reached into the low 80's with highs expected to reach 88 on Wednesday.
His attorney, Brent Stratton of home to other Walton companies,
Chicago, said the charges were including Coratronics, Corapace
the work of a disgruntled former Inc., Pacetech Inc. and Pulstar
employee and Walton would deny Inc. None of Walton's companies
operates today, Stratton said.
all of the allegations.
"I
am
not
aware
of
any
harm
"Quite frankly, the effect of the
The Charleston Police and Fire Deparum::ms
that
ever
came
to
·a
patient
as
a
investigation
was to drive him out
responded to a single vehicle accident involving an
result of Mike's sales or involve- of business," Stratton said.
elderly couple on Rt. 16 west of Charleston Sunday.
ment," said Stratton.
The indictment claims Walton
The vehicle, driven by Harold Thomas of
U.S. Attorney John Hoehner obtained the pacemakers from 10
Decatur, was one-half mile west of Charleston on
said no deaths can be directly manufacturers, none of which is
Illinois Rt. 16 when the car left the roadway and
attributed to Walton's pacemak- accused of any wrongdoing.
a Charleston Fire Department Ambulance, on Rt. 16 ers.
became airborne.
The indictment didn 't say how
"That is due in large measure to Walton may have obtained used
The car preceded down the embankment, struck west of Douglas Ave., at approximately 3 p.m.
the fact that the implantations pacemakers. Hoehner said there
the bridge supports where the car came to rest near Sunday.
involve patients of advanced age are no allegations that hospitals
The
ambulance
which
was
driven
by
Daniel
B:
the Eastern Illinois Railroad tracks under the westEnsign was enroute to Sarah Bush Lincoln Health or who were in grave health," were aware of Walton's alleged
bound traffic bridge.
Hoehner said by telephone from tampering.
,
Charleston firefighters extricated the victims by Center, following an accident on Rt. 16.
Dyer, Ind., a Chicago suburb.
The indictment also claims
•
David
E.
Willison,
Hindsboro,
reported
damage
cutting off the doors and roof of the vehicle.
Pacemakers
are
implanted
to
some
pacemakers were falsely
The couple was taken to Sarah Bush Lincoln to his 1990 Chevy Pickup while traveling north on correc\ irre.guiw . \1!!,a_r,\ge<:µ,~ -.4S,ipg,.., .J,a~l~¢ ~~ed@GfujsiilJly
Heath Center and later transported to Carle Fourth St:
electropic p~~e~ ...... , , _ ., "• __ . , ,,adviJ.ncc::d..J4~n, , th.l?Y .,wrr~, aJ~gw
-WiHison said he was traveling north when lris
Foundation Hospi(al in Urbana.
The indictment alleges 27 · ing'Waitorito 'sell them for $1,500
vehicle was struck by an unknown object in the pas- instances between Jan. 3, 1984, to $3,500 more than the legal
The accident is still under investigation.
and Feb. 16, 1990, in which mis- price.
•A vehicle driven by Dena J. Smith, collided with sengers side window.
l

~ :.~"'

Quench

the grouna ::

Decatur couple injured in accident

···~~"'~
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Lincoln ·papers resemble modern day soap opera storyline
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) - Abraham
They reveal an 1852 case in which
Lincoln lived a century before television Lincoln, acting for the defense in a slansoap operas, but as an attorney he han- der lawsuit, represented James Mitchell,
dled a case that reads like today's spicy who was sued by Elijah Mitchell and his
story lines, newly discovered records ·wife, Missouri.
show.
The couple claimed that James
Researchers for the Lincoln Legal Mitchell had called Missouri Mitchell a
Papers project last week uncovered the "base whore" and a "nasty striking
evidence in storage at Eastern Illinois strumpet." James Mitchell also reportedUniversity in the form of previously ly said that Missouri was pregnant by
unknown Shelby County court papers one of two men, neither of whom were
written in Lincoln's own handwriting.
her husband.
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The lawsuit appears to have been part
of a family feud, but the relationship
between James and Elijah Mitchell is not
known, according to Bill Beard, assistant
editor of the Lincoln Legal Papers project.
The couple asked for - and won $500 in damages, a sizable sum for those
days.
"Americans believed that, in a republic, reputation relied on the opinion of
the community," Beard said.
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"BLITZKRIEG"
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Thursday

DRAFT
NITE
$1

Songs by: Firehouse,
Motley Crue, Nirvana,
Metallica, Journey, etc.

Mixers

25¢

Hot Dogs
D.J.
Scott Edmundson
Slide Show

· 50¢ Old Style
$1 Mixers
I
I
I
I

L---------------------~

TED'S ..

"!· .. ~ fi.
· <r
·.·-_;..
,_c,,..

25¢ Old
Style
Drafts

With lead singer
Russ Sanderson
Formerly of Ivory Grand

ADMISSION $1
(8-10 w/ coupon)

·.:

NO COVER
ALL NITE

~.,

The Lincoln discovery consists of two
pleas and a notice to the plaintiffs that
Lincoln would offer evidence of their
lack of moral character.
Lincoln argued that James Mitchell did
not make the statements and even if he
had, the statute of limitations expired
before the lawsuit was filed.
He also contended that Elijah and
Missouri were "guilty of fornication ...
before they were married" and therefore
were not of good character to begin with.
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"BLITZKRIEG"

I
I
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I
I

"MICKEY
FINN"

ROCK-N-ROLL -

With lead singer
Russ Sanderson
Formerly of Ivory Grand

From Effingham
Songs by: Black
Crowes, Aerosmith,
Van Halen, Judas
Preist, Whitesnake,
Motley Crue,etc;

Songs by: Firehouse,
Motley Crue, Nirvana,
Metallica, Journey, etc;

$1 Old Style
ADMISSION $1
(8-10 w/ coupon)

I

$1 Old Style
I

I
I
I
I
I

----------------------~

ADMISSION $1
(8-1 Ow/coupon)
---------------------~
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Amtrak prepares to strike
Amtrak on Monday canceled
~everal long-distance trains
serving Illinois and told residents to make alternative travel
plans in the event of a nationwide strike that could disrupt
passenger and freight service.
Vnion and railroad Ifegotia- tors kept up contract talks, racing a midnight Tuesday dead- ,
line, but both sides expressed
doubt1 that the four-year-old disputes involving both Amtrak
and freight railroads could be
·settled.
Illinois µn ion member_s ,
-meanwhile, prepared to walk the
picket lines, said Wayde Ames,
vice
chairman
for
the
Pennsylvania Federation of the
Brotherhood of Maintenance of
Way in Peru, Ind.
"The members· are pretty fed
up. They haven•t had an
increase in pay since 1988, " ·
s'aid Rich Johnson, vice president of tne Brotherhood of
Railway Carmen in Chicago.
"They are pre~ared to do
I'
I

./"

what it takes to get what tqey
are entitled to," he said.
Most unionized railroad
workers were part of last year's
19-hour strike, which ended ·
when Congress, in essence,
forced the unions to go back to
work and accept a presidential
emergency board's recommendations.
The 21,000 workers involved
in the current disputes weren't
covered under last year's agreement. If they walk out, other rail
workers are expected to honor
their picket lines.
An Amtrak strike would
affect about 8,200 passengers
and 50 trains with stops
throughout Illinois, said Debbie
Hare, a spokeswoman for
Amtrak in Chicago.
Amtrak officials were calling
passengers on Monday to alert
them to the possible 'strike.
Passengers were . advised not to
plan rail travel un_til at least July
1, she said.
"We are rebooking people

Youngstown Apartments
0
0
0
0
0

now on airlines and bus services," Hare said.
A rail strike also could disrupt commuter travel in several
big cities because it would likely close operations at America's
major train stations, such as
New York's Pennsylvania
Station. Hare _said preparations
were being_ made to keep Union
Station's doors open for commuters on the Metra rail line in
the Chicago area.
Officials for Metra said it
73,000 should be unaffected by
a strike against Amtrak or
freight lines.
"We hope that this thing
doesn't create a national emerg_e nc y," said Ames, whose
union members work for
Conrail, a freight carrier that is
also a strike target.
Contail employs al:wut 250
union_ employees in Illinois,
Ames said. Members 'o f other
craft unions related to Conrail
have also pledged a symyathy
strike, he said.

1-4 Bedroom Apts. for 1-6. Students
Fully Furnished with Central Air _
Basic Cable Paid
Dishwasher - Garbage Disposals
24-Hour Maintenance
'

Call Now "' 345-2363
r----~----~------,
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AMA softens up ·on 'Self referral'
CHICAGO (AP) - The American Medical
Some studies have indicated that pati~nts of docAssociation voted Tuesday to soften its ethical poli- tors with a financial stake in labs, X-ray centers or
cy against the practice of doctors sending patients other facilities undergo far more tests and at higher
to facilities in which they have a financial interest.
prices. Florida has outlawed self-referral and the
"What you heard today is a great deal of frustra- federal government prohibits it for Medicare paytion from physicians," said Dr. Nancy W. Dickey, ments.
an AMA trustee, at a news conference after the
"If there are over-utilizers - and there certainly
voice vote.
are - that issue should be addressed separately,"
She said all physicians have been hurt by a few said Dr. Robert H.
'
cases of misuse and pointed out some of the good
Stackpole, a New -Jersey doctor. "Sanctions
things doctors have done, including financing out- should be applied, when appropriate, in those
side medical facilities to give patients needed ser- instances. But must we always punish the innocent
vices for lower costs- than they otherwise would along with the guilty?" "Why is the AMA always
pay.
.
shooting us iq the foot? Ownership and self-referral .
SeYeral policymakers durjng a 20-minute debate .. an~ not inherently unethical," Stackpole said.
at th~ organizatio~~dfn:_fueeting said the AMA'
Dic'key and- AMA\ general 'counsel Kiri< Johnson
wouftl be seen aMctti'l'ig ·~fits commitment to said they beli~ve the new resolution, which 'is· one
police its own ranks.
sentence long, doesn't conflict with the ethics state- ·
And a committee _of the AMA earlier in the day ment adopted in December.
rejected the effort to relax so-called self-referral, .
But Stackpole believes the five-page statement
sa:ying the AMA should only clarify its stand to will have to be modified.
make it respond to the issues raised by the proposal.
And Dr. Oscar W. Clarke, head of the AMA
But the 434-member House of Delegates, the Council' pn Ethical and Judicial Affairs, which
290,000-member AMA's policy-making body, wrote the statement, said it differs from the new resagreed to relax the policy.
olutiom
The council may modify the statement if it
The AMA decided in December that self-referral
should be avoided unless the community needs the believes 1the new resolution will fit within the
services provided by dQctor-financed facilities and framework of its intent, he said.
alternative financing isn't -available. The decision
In other action Tuesday, the AMA was ex~cted
adopted the recommendation of the group's Council to consider bans on firework sales to the public and
on Ethical and Judicial Affairs.
smoking on international flights. It also was to disThe new policy lets docto'rs make such referrals cuss encouraging law enforcement agencies to find
if patients are informed of the doctor's financial other ways than high-speed police chases to pursue
interest and of any alternatives.
suspects.
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:I SAUSAGE & CHEESE :1"
I
I
PIZZA
...
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$7.45 with a Large (16") Pizza
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Now at Monical's, get a Med. (14")
Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese Pizza...

Good 7 Days/Week with
Carry-OuVDellvery
thru 7/31/92
·
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Present this coupon when
picking up order.
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$1. 00 Screwdrivers
$1. 50 Long Islands

Saturday

,

Receive Stu's Cash Until 9:30
Open 8to1

- -

- -

"If I knew her I'd know her." . ~/

Contact Lens Special
COLOR Soft
-Contacts

CLEAR Soft
Contacts

Buy a pair
of colored
· contacts and
Buy a pair of complete glasses*
receive a
for $40.00 with purchase
clear* pair free
of a pair of contact lens:

Buy a pair
of clear
contacts* and
receive a 2nd
pair free

*standard soft daily
wear or extended wear

*Standard vision CR-39 lenses.

*standard soft daily
wear or extended wear

345-2527
528 West Lincoln
Charleston
(Next to Wal-Mart) _

r.astern News

Wednesday, June 24, 1992

A WEEKLY COLUMN BY ROBERT HENNINGS

1ere were no available copies of the Normal
News for the summer of 1917.
1/

*

*

YEARS AGO-Eastern Teachers News, June 24,
·,torial-Perhaps you noticed it, too. That terrible,
1nous quiet which permeates the air these days.
seem a little out of place at Eastern. ALI too seldo we hear the noisy clatter of collegiate youth in
balls between classes and across the campus, and
1ter has become something we strain our memory
I...Sure, we're in a war-a war that is rocking the
rafters of our lives. This is all the more reason
we should stop this half-hearted, indifferent exis-

*

*-

spite the scarcity of available males on the
campus, students will again dance at the annu1er formal Saturday night, June 27, in the Main
um from 9 to 12.

*

*

*

*

gislation for soy

1!
~:

presents

OD'S FAVORITE
imedy by Neil Simon
June 17, 18, 19
20,24,25,26,27
at 8:00 p.m.
.ne 21, 28 at 2:00 p.m.
in the Studio Theatre
1udna Fine Arts Center
Summer subscriptions
available
Call (217) 581-3110

at 11:00 a.m.
June 24, 27 & July 1
at 2:00 p.m.
Mainstage Theatre
All seats reserved.
Group rates available.

·-~

~

DOZEN RED ROSES

$16.95 WRAPPED
$19.95 VASED

There is "nothing else to be done" about the Eastern
building scandal, according to a spokesman for the
Illinois Legislative Audit Commission.
The special committee, appointed by (Governor)
Kerner Dec. 7, 1966, concluded that "there have been
errors in the business and professional judgement, misunderstandings, false economies and examples of poor
workmanship."
However, the committee also said that "the evidence
appears to be overwhelming that no fraud was intended
or has occurred."

product~

pogHoi's
PIZZA

.·.·
·:

• BELL'S FLOWER CORNER

*

*

Unique Gifts
for

Birthdays • Anniversaries • Weddings
at

*

introduced

switch to all-soy inks, soy producers would find a new market for 40
million bushels of beans annually.
Illinois is the nation's leading
producer of soybeans. In 1991, the
state produced 341 million bushels
of the ca~h ~rop. ~t ~n estimated
vaiue of $1.9 billit>n. •
·
Many newspapers including The
Daily Eastern News have already
begun using soybean-based ink in
producing their newsprint
- Staff report

Unique Crafting
Northwest Corner Charleston Square
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.; Sat. 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
SIGN UP FOR CRAFT CLASSES
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SEARCH NO MORE
The ONLY Off Campus Housing on Campus
Now Leasing

PARK PIACE APARTMENTS

4 'til 9 p.m .

$1.99 FULL ORDER
WITH GARLIC
BREAD
[ VISA I

[i'll']

1600 LINCOLN
345-3400 AVE. . ' ..
SORRY NO CARRYOUT

Late Nite Special

(Across from the Union on 7th)
• 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A. C.
• Dishwashers
• Microwaves
• Balconies

"'

FREE Semi-Thick Crust on Orders Placed After 1O p.m .
(with regular cheese)

Thinner than Thick - Thicker than Thin

St. James Place
(1905 S. 12th St.)
• 1 & 2 Bedroom Units
• Fully Furnished
• A.C.

• Newly Remodeled
• Laundry & Parking

Call Anytime 348-1479 For appointment
or drop by rental office at 715 Grant St.
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - M - F

No Coupon Necessary - Good with Other Offers

ia\fY

for reservations.

Story Theatre

*

Spaghetti Special
Every Wednesday

1sa, MasterCard, Discover cards
accepted. All seats reserved.
Group rates available.

June 22, 23, 29, 30

*

ages printers that contract with the
federal government to use soy ink,
as well.
''This bill will not only provide a
safe alternative to lead or
petroleum-based inks now used by
most printers, it will further enable
us to rely..on domestic, renewable
resources," said Bruce in a press
release.
Government estimates indicate
that if domestic printers now using
petroleum-based inks were to

..·•'·
.·.·

*

The Illinois Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
passed a proposal by a 3-1 vote at its spring meeting in
Macomb allowing for an increase in financial support
to athletes effective this fall.
The only dissenting vote was registered by Eastern
Illinois with the other three conference schools, Central
Michigan, Western Illinois and Illinois State all favoring the proposed increase.

*

:gislation that would require
government to use ink
from soybeans on all printhas been introduced with
1rt of local Congressman
Bruce, D-Olney.
'he All-Soy Printing Act,"
ired by Congressman J~m
, R-Iowa, will mandate that
·.nting done by the federal
:nt use soybean-based ink,
such inks become competipriced. The act also encour-

*

John Craft, sophomore from St. Anne, became the
second Eastern athlete in history to win a national track
championship when he won the triple jump at the
NAIA championship in Sioux Falls, SOuth Dakota.

*

the close of the first summer session, the Music
1ent will present the Eastern orchestra, directed
:rt Warner, and the college chorus, under the
:hip of Dr. Leo J. Dvorak, head of the departin a concert open to students and townspeople.

*

The University Union addition, the million dollar
"baby" of the campus, opened its doors to the campus
at the start of summer school.
The spacious, fully air-conditioned, tri-level addition
built at a cost of one million dollars supplies an additional 45,000 square feet to the main Union building
built ten years ago.

*

12

*

25 YEARS AGO-Eastern News, June 14, 1967

*

- £1-Z.Clti&7ii 34s=1is61I
Irm
Jackson
I On Charleston Town Square Next to Goo~will Store I
1 EIU Summer Special 1.
I Workout for $50 - ALL SUMMER LONG I
15 Tans for $30- Wolff Beds
I
I
L __ !e!o~i~d ~a:!n2.. _ _ .J
Fitness Center: A Total Health Experience . ·

TURNING BACK THE PAGES
litors note: These columns were prepared by hisprofessor Robert Hennings with the assistance of
'fe student Marcia Steward. In comemeration of
1niversity's upcoming IOOth anniversary, Hennings
column will take us back to what is happening
week on campus 75, 50 and 25 years ago.

7

WHEN: Monday, June 29

13---.ltoMJ

WHERE: Library Quad

"... rock flavored reggae fusing heavy
Jamaican rhythms with peppier melodies
and singing... Brown shows promise of a
bright future ... "
-

FREE !! Food and Beverage

1111

u_N_IVER,SIT.V
-~,O_A~ - ..

-VARIETY

4 p.m. - 6 p.m.
*Rain Location: McAfee Gym

.....
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THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
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The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect
insertion. Report error5 immediately at 581-2812. Acorrected .ad will appear in the
next edition.
All classified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m. deadline to appear in the next day's
publication . Any ads processed after 2 p .m. will be
published in the following
days newspaper. Ads cannot
be <!af\Celed after the 2 p.m.
deadline.
Classified ads must be
paia- · In;--. -acfvah<::e.,, Only
atct!>llrtts".Vi-th estab11"Mli~C!
<' cre<flt

may'be'&i11e&. r1,;l ~ 10r

All Advertising submltted
to The Daily Eastern News is
subject to approval and may
be revised, rejected, or ...an·
celed at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for any
reason it becomes necessary
to omit an advertisement.

LIKE TV & RADIO? WORK ON
SHOWS AT WEIU! CALL IKE OR
KARLFORTVANDJOEFOR
FM. 581-5956.
--------~-6/24
Stutters wanted to place inserts in
The Daily Eastern News. Days
vary. Must be willing to work Midnight hours. Apply in person at
Business Office in Buzzard Bldg.
Rm.127.
6/29

MY SECRETARY - Resumes,
typing. For appointment, call 3451150.
~~-co-------,..,---,-815
Quality Daycare at affordable
prices. Lie. #179990-01. Call 3453717.
--------~-6/24
Want a great tan but don't have
the time to lay out 1o tanning sessions only $22. Jamaican tan
348-0357 4-8 p.m.

Happily married, well-astablished
couple wishing to become parents of a white infant. We will
love, nurture and cnerish this
child always. W would be
: .s{elig)lted to. send ' OU a resume
. ' a6out 'ourselve"s. '·vegal/me,di.c al
expenses paid. P! ;asE call 'Judi
and Wolf at anytir" e c 1llecl 802235-2312 or 618-602-6:300.

DQtIC.JORY

---~8/5

Loving couple unable to have
bab:1 .... ants to ~ive infant all
adv:irita~J3S of a loving, financially
secne .I-Jome. We'll pay expenses. legal, r.onfidential. Call collect 717-56.:.-2944.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ 718

SHVICES OfnaED • TIAVll

TIAINING/Scttoot.s
Hur WANTW. WANllD

ADOPllON • llu>ls/llllllllS
ROOMMAns • FOR RENT
FOR 5All • LOST &. FOUND

MODELS NEEDED for summer
school. Male or female. Apply
FAA 216.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER weekend mass schedule is as follows:
Sat. 5:00 p~m. and Sun. 8:00 a.m. and 9:30 a.m. Rides will be given 15
minutes before 5:00 p.m. and 9:30 a.m. mass. Meet under union walkway.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only for
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Example:
,.. an event schedule for rhursday should be submitted as a Campus clip
;Cti¥;;nooii":W&id~~afi! ~is the deadline for Friday, Saturday or
rSunday event.~ Ctips submitted after deadline Wilt. NOT be pubfished.
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip )hat is illegible or contains
conflicting information will not be run.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING Earn $2,000+/month & world trave I ( Hawaii,
Mexico , the
Caribbean, etc.) Holiday, Summer and Career employment
available. No experience necessary. For employment program
call 1-206-545-4155 ext. C934.
~-----~--~6/29
Sell your unwanted items in The
Daily Eastern News.
ha/00

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING Earn $2,000+/month & world travel Holiday, Summer and Career
employment available. No experience necessary. For employment program call 1-206-5454155 ext. C616.
co------,...-,-:---=c--.6/30
Reporters needed for The Daily
Eastern News. "Please call Don or
Ann at 581-2812.
ha/00

28 "Cakes--":
50 Lesser Antilles
ACROSS
Maugham
native ·
1 Gelling agent
31 Cubic measure 52 Roman citadel
5 Blazer
33 Former New
53 Exist
9 Proportion
York mayor
55 Space off a
34 Rocky
kitchen
14 French
composer: 19th
eminence
59 Officially, the
century
35 Follower of hen
Hoover
and rats
62 Sandarac tree
1s"Girl-Dreams," 1927 39 Boisterous play 63 W .W. II hero
song
· 40 Contests
Murphy
2 "'1e Correct
- 41 Finishi'n g nail
84 Solon or Thales
42 French violinist:- · •-~Gaesar'-s 17With: Fr.
1 Sth century
supper
18 Monument on
43 "Vissi d'--,"
fCi Anagram of 31
Salisbury Plain
Puccini aria
Across
20Ascot
44 List of
fl7 Flower into the
22 Chemical suffix
candidates
Fulda
23 Cbral, for one
45 African
•>& Memorable
antelope
pianist ·
2401dWorld
tropical shrub
47 Carbolic acid
HDecrease
48 Palindromic
DOWN
gradually
doctrine
1 One of the
Hales
2 Presented
3 Actor Balc:win
4 River port NNW
of Brisbane
5 Trigonometric
function
a Frequently
7 Latin I verb
a Actress Daly
9 Listen again
10 French soul
11 Present or past
12 Actress
Stevens:
1934-70
13 Theat~r.l:\
.......__.__.__, 19 Comes onstage
21 Part ofTV

ALASKA SUMMER EMP
M ENT
fisheries.
$5,000+/month. Free tran
tion! Room & Board! Over 8,
openings. No experience n
sary. Male or female. Most
begin after June 20. For e
ment program call 1-206·
4155 ext. 2129.

59
63

38 Noble, in Berlin
27 P.G.A. course in 40Parisian
proprietor
Calif.
44Climb
28 River in Luzon
48 Schoolbook
29 Inert gas
47 First 46 Down
30 Title for 68
48 Food fish
Across
49 Discharge
32 London
51 Maxim
museum

25 Anchorite, e.g.

52 Desert
cover-ups
54Gaelic
56Tupel6 or
g inkgo
57 Light shad
58 Actian and
Augustan
60 Palter
81 Family man

34 Balkan citizen

38 l~l~flQ,O~ , ·
' Ireland ., -

~

''..f

.. • r

!" :Q ; (1,.

!U ;

37 Intl. group

P.JI.

6:~~0~~~---+'Pl'!!!'!'~--~~~----+"'l'l'~~~-+-ri~~--~~~~......~~~~~~~~~~-----+~~~-+~~~~~~

6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00

L.A. Law

Little House

Dangerous

. 0

9:00

Pro sitions
Movie: A Cry
For Help

Lost Language

News

of Cranes

9:30
10:00

10:30

Honeymooners
Dennis Miller

11:00
11:30

Movie

News
Inside Ed)tiom
Cosby
Different World
Home Fires
LA Law

News·
Eht. Tooight1
Top Cops

News
Married ...
Young Riders

SportsCenter
Bowling

Street Stones

Commish

Boxing

Bodies of
Evidence

Primetime
Live

MacGyver
Boxing

Night Court
Griffith
Movie:One
Crazy Summer

Movie:
Porky's

Illinois Gardener
This Old House
New Expressions

L.A. Law
Movie: The
Face of Fear

Mystery!
Baseball Ton.
SportsCenter

News

Ne\'.~

News

Tonight

M•A·s•H

Love Connection

Late Night

Current Affair
Hard Copy

Johnny B
Night Line

WTW0-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24

ews
Inside Edition
Matlock

ews
Entertainment Tonight
Hollywood Game
Say What?

ews
Married ..
Family Matters
Step by Step
Dinosaurs
Baby Talk
20120

News
Honeymooners
MacGyver

Star Shot

Equalizer

Dennis Miller
Miller
Movie

USA-26

WGN-10, 9

Being Served?
Movie

Thirtysomething

Stuntmakers

Combat

Courage
WKRP
Arsenic
Gary Shandling

Lawmakers
Rights

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Star Trek..

Simpsons
Drexell's Class
Beverly Hills
90120
Star Trek: The
Next Generation
WKRP
Arsenic Hall

Gary Shandling
Molly Dodd
Party Machine

'1ttt.ts North

Choppers
Firepower

Disney:

merica
Coast to Coast
Natural World

Little House
cit Prairie
Combat
Four Star
Theater

Emperors

FRIDAY·
P.M.
S.:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
'

.... . . . . . .

41

........

Reasonable
Doubts
Law & Order

Movie:
Another Pair
ot Aces

Murder, She
Wrote
Beyond Reality
Swamp Thing
Hitchhiker
Ray Bradbury
Movie:
Mugsy's
Girls

Baseball

4

News
Tonight

News
M•A•s•H

Late Night

Current Affair
Hard Copy

..

.

-

,;

News
Love Connection
People's Court
Nightline
._' . ' ' . ' ' '

Baseball:
White Sox
at Yankees

WILL-12, 12 Life-13

Washington Week
Wall Street Week
David Frost

r •

.. "' ..

~

....

eers
Night Court
heers
Baseball

LA Law

Disney
Reds

Movie: Clan
of the Cave Bear

Little House
oft Prairie
Combat

Funny Ladies
News
Dennis Miller

Movie :
Being Served?
Movie

Richard Lewis

rsenio

Sneak Preview
Film

Gary Shandling
Jazz Backstage

Movie

...,

FOX-8

-

••

•••

-

-

-

••••••

-

1

Movie

...

. - . - - - - .. - -- - - - - ·- . .
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, junior transfer student lookshare apartment with other
or guy for Fall 1992. NontrS preferred. Call 708-3036. At this time student does
have an apartment.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/1
t or two roommates needed
fall. Brittany Ridge. Call Jen618-548-2258.
,..___ _ _ _ _ _ _7/15
u_. roommate needed to take
lease at Lincolnwood-PineApartments. $190/mo plus
utilities. Call 618-262-5038
2:30.

Quiet 1BR Furn. Apt., Util. Pd.,
Avail. Summer +/or Fall. No Pets.
Call 345-4336 Alter 5 p.m.
=---------6/24
Furnished Houses For Rent 1703
9th & 1915 9th. $100 for entire
summer for all of the house. 3480440.

~--------6/24

3 bedroom house near campus.
Gas Heat. Off street Parking.
Also 4 bedroom, 2 bath house,
WW carpet, off street parking,
gas heat near McDonald's. 3454595. LEAVE MESSAGE IF NO
ANSWER.

.,,......,,=-=--,....---,..,.--6~4

2 BR Townhouse Youngstown
FURNISHED. DISHWASHER.
ELECTRIC HEAT. Avail. Summer
& Fall. Rent $453/month. Call
345-2363 or 348-7090. GREAT
DEAL. GETTING MARRIED.
WIFE HAS HOUSE.

Board of Governors Unihas adopted a program
ral English Proficiency
ment for all instructional
,, Students who have difficulty
:anding instructors should,
ssible, first consult the
or. In the event that the
1es are not resolved, the
it should address his/her
erns to the Chair of the
nt in which the instructor
es. Subsequent appeals
also be possible through the
of the student's college,
then through the Provost and
President for Academic

satisfy graduation requirelor the Bachelor's degree
Illinois University, you
pass the Writing Competen:amination. (See undergradcatalog). Register to take
examination after you have
1ted sixty semester hours
standing} and have comthe all-university English
lrement (typically English
and 1002, or the equiva. Register in person from
to 1:00 Monday through
sday at the booth in the
Bookstore Lounge; bring a
ID (driver's license pre1) and $10 for the fee. The
examination this session will
1lven on Tuesday, July 7.

Registration begins June 15. The
last date to receive a refuhd is
June 23. 'SEATING IS LIMITED.
REGISTER AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE TO ASSURE A SEAT.
David Dodd
Director of Testing Services
HEALTH STUDIES
COMPETENCY EXAMINATION

2 Bedroom furnished apt. for 2-3
girls. Cable, water, & trash furnished. Quiet locations. 10 mo.
lease, no pets. 345-5048.
=----,.---,----..,---,.-,--6124
Four-bedroom, two-bath house,
319 Madison. One-car garage.
$125/person. 345-5032.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/1
Apartment - Fall 92-93. 2 Blocks
from Campus $135 month. 618592-3491 Debbie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6/24
Extremely large 3-bedroom for 5
or 6 people. All utilities paid.
$200/person. Great location.
Quiet area. Call 345-2363.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/13
Clean, partially furnished, spacious 4-bedroom house for 4
females. Free washer & dryer in
basement. Great decorating,
Extra nice. Plentiful parking. $190
each. 1530 Second St. 345-1160.

Two-bedroom beautifully furnished apt. for two guys. Water
and garbage included. Upstairs
Panther Lounge. Ten-month
lease starts Aug. 1. $21 O each.
345-4508
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/1
1 two-bedroom house, four
males, $160/each. 1 five-bedroom
house,
5
women,
$170/each, plus utilities. Across
from campus. Parking available.
345-5739.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/8
Apartments for two people. Available now and fall 947 Fourth.
Office at 820 Lincoln Open 9-5 MF, 9-3 Sat. 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/5
Wanted: Upperclass female
roommate to share two-bedroom
furnished, McArthur Manor Apartment beginning fall 1992 Phone
345-2231.

Monday through Thursday at the
booth in the Union Bookstore
Lounge; bring a photo ID (driver's
license preferred) and $2 for the
fee. The registration period for
this exam is June 24 - July 16.
You may retake this exam as
many times as necessary to
pass, but on scheduled dates
only.

mencement information and
instructions, as well as take messages, 24 hours a day.

David Dodd
Director of Testing Services

The Health Studies Competency Examination will be given
on Tuesday, July 28. Register in
person from 1O a.m. to 1 p.m.
Monday through Thursday at the
booth in the Union Bookstore
Lounge; bring a photo ID (driver's
license preferred) and $2 for the
tee. The registration period for
this exam is June 15 - July 21.
You may take the Health Studies
Competency Edln~)tftin only
once.

SUMMER 1992
COMMENCEMENT

'

John Flynn
Director Financial Aid
SUMMER BILLS

CREDIT/NO CREDIT LIST

S"-OC~ S~OCX..
S~K St-\Cl(~
Slo\OC~ 'SM()(.(!

~~

~Tat-{

tARn\ \S

'tm)NG
\.

6~4
KE-=-G-=-s_,K..,.,E~G~s,....,.,K=E-=-G-=-s-,E=-a-st-Side

Pkg. keg specials. Miller Dratt,
Lite, 1/4 bbls $23.99. Michelob,
Lt., Dry, 6 btls $3.39. Miller, Miller
Draft quarts, $1.19. Bartels &
Jaymes wine coolers, . 4 pk.
$2.99. Curbside keg s,erl(i90. Corner 18th & Jackson ,Ave. 3455722.
_________
6~4

ALL STUDENTS
If you are attending a class
and your name does _not appear
on the official fifth-day class roster, immediately contact the Registration Office to resolve the
problem. Failure to do so could
result in loss of credit.
Michael Taylor
Director of Registration
FALL _REGISTRA TION

A student who has not
already registered for Fall should
do so immediately. Complete
50% TUITION WAIVER "
i,m;trUctiOnS ,a{~ ig ttte I 1;§!1_,C!aSS
.. ~ \!'-~, •!::
i:e•"'l-· ·.~t :..-::c.cob :;.r. c Sclaedule Bi.llletin;.,which ,may. be
· 5-0% undergraduate Tuition- ' pidke-d up- in- the' Registration
Office. REMINDER: Each student
Waiver for Child of 7 yr. Board of
must pay the $100 advance
Governors Universities Employdeposit at the cashier (Old Main)
ee.
If you qualify for the above
AND each undergraduate student
waiver and have not completed
must be advised before registeran application for 1992193, please
ing by touch-tone telephone.
do so as soon as possible. Forms
Michael Taylor
may be picked up in the Financial
Director of Registration
Aid Office or Human Resource
Office.

"4\m 'ftl\J ~
-I

~-..~~

u
~-·

If you still owe money for
Summer, you should receive a bill
late next week (at your local
address) for the balance outstanding. If you do not receive a
bill by July 6 and/or you have
questions about your billing, contact the fees clerk in the Registration Office.

The credit/no credit list for the
current term is now posted on the
bulletin board outside Room 122
in Old Main. Students who have
elected credit/no credit option
may wish to verify that their
requests are included on the list.

..,;

""''4t

sat-\.

Female calico cat, black, gold, &
white, 1 yr. old. Corner of Grant &
University Drive. Finder please
call 348-7508.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6/24
FOUND - Car keys outside Buzzard Building. Identify to claim at
Student Publications, , 1p Buz·
•. '
·
zard.
·~ ,"I
·'
'
.
7/1

,, ...~
. .. Bill Watterson

Cfl.t~ \ill
U\\\.IW ...
A.CJ\lt>.U..'(, l
QIJf>.ll T'( '(CIJ
J\lSi l\~ iO
TO
CJ'™£ AlmST WORK \\.\15
SAY Sli\OCK.
I
~ 1\.{, QIJ~\..H~ SWH A. B\i
O~ \.115 StllOC~.
TO Gt.I Ii

'(().)

i~

SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO BARGAIN Wanted: Responsible party
to takeover low monthly payments on piano. Can be seen
locally. Call 1-800-327-3345.

LIKE TV & RADIO? WORK ON
SHOWS AT WEIUI CALL !KE OR
KARL FOR TV AND JOE FOR
FM. 581-5956.

Brenda Cuppy
Commencement Coordinator

Summer 1992 CommenceSam Taber, Dean
Student Academic Services
ment will be held in Lantz Gymnasium at 2 p.m. on Sunday,
August 9. Rehearsal will be at 2
SUMMER REFUND
p.m. on Friday, August 7, in Lantz
DEADLINE
Fieldhouse.
.
... ..., r-'" . , . . . . . , 1,.. ,1... . . .
,,. . '"·.:.1 •.,.-1,;"
An infbrmaiior1a1 ~cdmrhence..;~"" Tf'ie "dmHne" toi~-W-ltHment Guide" along with cap/gown
DRAWING from Summer 8- and
5-week classes in order to be
ordering instructions will be sent
billed only for insurance plus 50%
to graduation candidates at their
David Dodd
permanent addresses prior to the
of the remaining cost is MONDirector of Testing Services
July - 4th holiday. The deadline
DAY, JUNE 29.
for mail order of caps and gowns
will be on July 19. Please read
Michael Taylor
l.D. COST INCREASES
the Guide carefully and save it for
Director of Registration
reference. Also, watch for further
Beginning July 1, 1992, the
FINANCIAL AID
cost of a STUDENT REP.LACEinformation in THE DAILY EASTDISBURSEMENT
ERN NEWS' Official Notices each
MENT l.D . card will increase to
Wednesday all summer. Off-cam$10.00. The cost of additional picAll students scheduled to
tures will increase to $.50 each.
pus students are encouraged to
receive a Perkins Loan on June
The cost of an initial student l.D.
subscribe.
All faculty are urged to partici25, 1992, should report to the
card will remain $2.00.
Arcola-Tuscola Room, University
pate in the ceremony. If they
Union on that day. A validated
need to rent regalia, they should
Michael D. Taylor
EIU l.D. card must be present
contact the Commencement
Director of Registration
between 9:00 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Office prior to July 19.
.
to obtain your financial aid. If aid
CONSTITUTION
The Commencement Office is
is to be applied to University oblinow on the second floor of LinEXAMINATION
gations the student must report to
der/Alumni House (1544 Fourth
sign the necessary papers. Those
Street). The phone number is
The last Constitution Examistudents scheduled to receive
581-6892. If your call cannot be
nation this session will be given
PELL GRANT and SEOG, BUT
the
answering
on Thursday, July 23. Register in . answered,
NOT Perkins Loan will receive
machine will give various Comperson from 1O a.m. to 1 p.m.

lvin and Hobbes

Nice, close to campus furnished
house for 1992-93 school year.
No pets. Call 345-3148.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/5
Unfurnished, carpeted, clean 2-3
bedroom house, fenced yard,
garage. Newer kitchen & bath.
$225 each for two or $175 each
for three. 127 Polk. 345-1160.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/5

,

Michael Taylor
Director of Registration

~

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
*THE 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL
INDIVIDUAL WHO WISHES TO g&.&. AN ITEMS OR ITEMS
(MAX. OF 3 ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED •

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Address:

~

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __
l')o<
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Message:

(one word per line)
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~
-

~
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Under Classification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only)

I

~-c - •

No. words/days

Compositor_ _ __
Amount due:$ _ _ _ _ __
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PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) - With
just one day to wait before
becoming the first pick in the
NBA draft, Shaquille O'Neal was
in no hurry Tuesday.
The biggest questions surrounding his No. 1 selection in
Wednesday's draft are whether
the Orlando Magic can satisfy his
contract demands and whether he
can tum the team into a winner.
On both counts, the 7-foot-l,
290-pound O'Neal was preaching
patience at a pre-draft press conference.
''I'd like to be signed before
the first game, but these things
take time," O'Neal said. "I don't
plan on holding out or being stubborn, but I plan on being patient. I
met the owners in Orlando on .
June 18 and they have a classy
organization and a young team."
That team won just 21 of 82
gaines last season, presenting a
challenge for O'Neal to tum the
Magic into a winner.
"I haven't played a game in the
NBA yet, so I have to prove
myself," he said. "I plan to take
my time and take it one step at a
time.
"The expectations were huge
for me in high school and college,
and they are huge in the NBA.
But I'm young, and if I don't do
that well my first year, I still have
my second and third year to
improve.
"It took Michael Jordan seven
years to win a championship, so I
know I have to have patience. It's
not like we 're going to win the
first year." O'Neal, who already
has signed a $3 million deal with
Reebok, could -re-enter the draft
next year if he is dissatisfied with
Or ando's contract offers. But he

said he told agent Leonard
Armato that he doesn't want to do
that.
"The reports that I wanted to
play only in Los Angeles were
blown out of proportion," O'Neal
said. "I was asked that if this was
a perfect society, where would I
like to play and I said L.A. But
I'm going to be drafted by
Orlando."
The Magic believe O'Neal, a
two-time All-America who dominated opponents with 24.1 points,
14.0 rebounds and 5.2 blocked
shots last season at LSU, can
have the immediate impact of
Larry Bird, Magic Johnson,
Michael Jordan, Patrick Ewing or

Kareem Abdul-Jabbar.
"Ultimately, you win in this
league with unique players and
over a decade there has only been
a handful of that kind of talent Bird, Magic, Michael, Ewing,
Julius Erving and Abdul-Jabbar not very many," Magic president
and general manager Pat
Williams said.
"The hope is that O'Neal can
become that kind of player." The
Charlotte Hornets, who own the
second pick Wednesday, plan to
take Alonzo Mourning of
Georgetown, at 6-11 and 240
pounds an equally talented but
smaller center than O'Neal.
"It doesn't matter who's No. 1,

The Dally Eastern Ne

some experience
belts."
Christian Laettner, who play
center in leading Duke to t
national collegiate titles,
expected to be drafted
Minnesota after O'Neal a
Mourning. Laettner is the on
college player on Team USA
is practicing near San Diego
the Olympic qualifying tour
ment that starts in Portland
Saturday.
Dallas, reported to be consid
ing trades for its longtime gu
tandem of Derek Harper a
Rolando Blackman, is expected
take Ohio State's Jimmy Jack
with the fourth pick. T
Mavericks already have one
the youngest teams in the NBA.
"We'll have a bunch of yo
players with the chance to gr
together," Jackson said. "I th"
it gives us an advantage in t
we'll be able to mature toget
and be real enthusiastic about g
ting better.
Denver, which has two picks
it 's how you produce and the first round, is believed to
progress once you get in the deciding among power forw
league," Mourning said. "Players Adam Keefe of Stanfo
who have gone real early haven't LaPhonso Ellis of Notre Da
always done as well as players and Tom Gugliotta of No
who go later and get on a better· Carolina State. All· three will
team." The Hornets, like Orlando available with the Nuggets' fi
a recent expansion team, just pick and will be gone by the ti
missed making the playoffs last they select again at No. 13.
season with young stars Larry
Other highly regarded can
Johnson and Kendall Gill. Their dates for the draft are Har
biggest lineup hole is at center.
Miner of Southern Cal, W
"Charlotte has a great organiza- Williams of Maryland, Ma
tion that has constantly pro- Sealy of St.
gressed since it started,"
John's, Tracy Murray and
Mourning said. "The three of us MacLean of UCLA, Todd Day
together could do some great Arkansas, Clarence Weathers
things the next few years. They of Southern Mississippi a
can teach me because they have Robert Horry of Alabama.
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COLLEGE OF HE"ALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION

REC SPORTS SHORTS

Office: Student Recreation Center Lobby

Telephone: 581-2821 or 581-2820

ENTRY DEADLINES

STUDENT RECREATION CENTER SUMMER FEES

Basketball (M) ......................................................................Thursday, June 25
Softball (M, W, CR) ...............................................................Thursday, June 25
Volleyball (CR) ............................. ;........................................Thursday, June 25
**All team sports competition consists of round robin leagues followed by a
single elimination tournament.

Students who are not attending summer school but who wish to use the
SRC and Lantz facilities during the 92 summer session may do so by purchasing a Summer Recreation pass. The cost of the summer recreation card
is $33.00. Summer passes will only be given to students who have a spring
semester ID and can show proof of being pre-registered for the Fall of '92.

*SINGLES TOURNAMENTS

will be required to pay $4.15 for each credit hour less than 8 for which they
are registered. Students should bring their fee receipt, class schedule and
Student ID to the SRC office to pay the fee and obtain a summer recreation
membership card.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Part~mesummer~ude~sdesiring~euse~~eS~de~RecreationCe~er

Badminton(M,W) .....................................................................................Today
Racquetball (M, W) ...................................................................Tuesday, July 7
Tennis (M, W) ..........................................................................Tuesday, July 21
*All tourneys are enter "on the spot", begin at 6 p.m., and are single elimina!i~.n tournament.

TEAM ENTRY PROCEDURE
Team managers may obtain team entry forms and entry instructions at the
Rec Sports Office in the SRC Lobby. All entry forms should be turned in by
the entry deadline with the names, signatures, social security numbers, and
·
phone numbers on the roster.

A student registered
A student registered
A student registered
A student registered
A student registered
A student registered
A student registered

for 1 hour pays $28.90
for 2 hours pays $24. 75
for 3 hours pays $20.65
for 4 hours pays $16.50
for 5 hours pays $12.40
for 6 hours pays $8.25
for 7 hours pays $4.15

AEROBICS

CANOE RENTALS

Aerobics classes will consist of low impact and all classes will be held in
the enclosed gym unless otherwise indicated.
Monday-Thursday ....................................................................4:00 & 5:00 p.m.
Friday ..................................................................................................4:00 p.m.

Individuals may rent canoes on weekends. A $40.00 deposit is required. The
fee is $10.00, $15.00, or $20.00 for 2, 3, or 4 day weekend. Canoes must be
checked out by 3 p.m. on Friday and returned between 7 a.m. and 9 a.m. on
the first school day after the weekend. Late fee is $5.00 between 9 a.m. and
noon, and another $5.00 if returned after noon. Each subsequent day costs
$10.00 in late fees. Make checks payable to Eastern Illinois University.

GUEST POLICY
Students, members, and all individuals who have a summer recreation card
may bring one guest per day. The cost of guests is $4.00. All guests must
pay at the Rec Sports Office in the SRC Lobby. Dependent children may not
bring guests. There is no guest fee for the previously existing facilities.

Further details available at the Rec Sports Office, SRC Rm. 107 or call 581 2821.

**FOURTH OF JULY WEEKEND**
RACQUETBALL AND TENNIS COURT RESERVATIONS
Racquetball, Wallyball, and Tennis courts in Lantz facilities may be reserved
by "walk in" reservations only at the entrance desk of the SRC.

The SRC and previously existing facilities will be closed Friday, July 3 thru
Sunday, July 5 due to Independence Day. The SRC and previously existing
facilities will close at 8 p.m. on Thursday, July 2 and will reopen Monday, July
6 at 8 a.m. Have a great weekend!!
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arkley adjusts .t o Team USA
DIEGO (AP) - Charles
ley has an opinion about
thing, so watch out,
~cs.

·kley's idea of a summer
is golf. But because this is
year NBA players are elifor the Summer Games,
:y will spend the next six
with perhaps the best basteam ever assembled.
proud to be from the USA
that other stuff, but I just
to play basketball, get this
done and win the gold
.I," Barkley said Tuesday
lhe U.S. Olympic team's sec.ay of practice at UC San

Robinson and Clyde Drexler.
The only collegian on the team,
Duke's Christian Laettner, the college player of the year, is expected
to be taken by the Minnesota
Timberwolves with the third pick
in Wednesday's draft.
Barkley was cut during the
Olympic Trials in 1984, the year
Jordan, Ewing and Mullin led the
United States to the gold medal.
Others might have been
the idea that Barkley isn't crushed. Not Barkley.
bowled over by Olympic
"I didn't want to make it in
"I don't worry about·some- '84," he said. "I had just left my
like that," he said.
college (Auburn), decided to go
:verybody's making a big hardship. I did everything at the
I'm here for one reason, to Olympic Trials I wanted to do. I
basketbl!ll with my good, played my way into the top five of
friends. I mean, we've got the draft, and I got to enjoy my
important, significant things summer.
country we need to address
"I've done really well in the last
than playing basketball." eight years in the NBA, so that's a
.ey's friends are a rather compliment," he said about get:ive lot. His teammates are ting picked for this year's
IC Johnson, Michael Jordan, · Olympic squad. "This is fine to
Bird, Scottie Pippen, Patrick get to hang out with these guys
.g, Chris Mullin, Karl every day, play with them, play
1ne, John Stockton, David golf with them every day, play

cards with them every day."
During a normal summer, "I play
golf twice a day, that's it,"
Barkley said. "The last five summers, I have not touched a basketball. I was really tired and fatigued
and got really sick (Monday)
because it was the first time I
touched a basketball since the season ended." That would have
been April 18, when the
Philadelphia 76ers ended their
season at 35-47 and out of the
playoffs.
"I'm just concentrating on getting in shape," Barkley said .
"I didn't almost pass out today,
so I must be getting in better
shape." "I think Charles takes better care of himself," coach Chuck
Daly said with a wink. "He came
in (Monday) a little sluggish.
Today I thought he played
extremely well. He's got great
pride and he's competitive. I was
very pleased with the way he's
been playing."
Sir Charles is having a busy
week. Last Wednesday he was
acquitted of battery and disorderly conduct charges in Milwaukee.
Hours later he found out he
had been traded from the Sixers
to the Phoenix Suns for Jeff
Hornacek, Andrew Lang and Tim
Perry.
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isconsin-Milwaukee
is has been a long time in coming for the athdepartmen t at Milwaukee," said UWM
Hor John Schroeder. "The Mid-Continent is a
respected competitive .conference and we are
to become a part of it and are committed to
sure our men's and women's programs have
1urces they need to compete within the con-

"
:t agreed with Schroeder's assessment of the
ice, but credited other areas within the con.. ''The Mid-Continent has sound administra:rship and solid academic standing among
1ls," he said. "This is the first time UWM
me a member of an NCAA division I conand I credit our administration, faculty, stualumni for this opportunity.
Ueve the true magnitude of our entering the
:e will be more fully realized in the years to
Haidet said. ''I'm also very grateful to our
athletes and staff and the Milwaukee sports
their efforts and support."
·aukee plays a majority of its home men's
.I games in the Mecca and it is this reason
:ds Helgren to believe the facility has a
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• From page 12
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at
581-2812

chance at hosting the tournament in a few years after
the Rosemont Horizon, which was named as the
conference tournament host from 1994-96.
"I wouldn't be surprised at all to see us hosting
the tournament because the Mecca is an excellent
facility that seats slightly over 11,000. Also our area
has appropriate hotel accommodations and ample
·
media coverage.
"But then again, if the Rosemont is a huge success, the tournament will probably stay there,"
Helgren said.
Milwaukee won't be eligible for the conference
tournament until the 1995-96 year, but will start
league play in the 1993-94 season.
"In sports that require you to play a regular season of each conference member, it takes a couple
years to become eligible for the conference tourney
because scheduling is done way in advance,"
Helgren said.
This fall, Milwaukee will be competing in tennis,
cross country, swimming and track. In the 1993-94
academic year, they will be in men's and women's
basketball, soccer, volleyball and baseball. Then in
1994-95, the women's softball program will be instituted as a sport.

TH isI R
SI'l.~. S,
open this
Summer
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8 p.m.-1 p.m.

DRAFTS ...................................
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10¢

$·100
Ai..L LONGNECKS ..............50¢

70 OZ. PITCHERS ......... ~ ...

DJ - D?ncing - Air Cond.
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RENT AND SAVE
ROWAVES & MAXl~REFRIGERATORS
j 1. No bother hauling to school

.

i'

I 2. Cost savings in expensive order-out foods
) 4. Low cost-Roommates usually share rent
-'' 5. Ten dollar refundable deposit
Nm~ until ,\ug. 8
Starting at only
$15 +deposit

r-----------------,
VALUABLE COUPON

Baby
Pan!Pan!
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-out!

Slice!Slice!

$1. 99

plustax

That's two adorable little
individual size ~an pizzas or
. two big slices of a chess and
pepperoni pizza.

ncludes All New Furnishings and Appliances)

Valid only with coupon at
participating Little Caesars.

nique Homes Properties
345-5022

®~

'
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Charleston

r----~r~~Ecou~N-~--,

Cheeser!Cheeser!
2 Medium Pizzas
with cheese & 4 toppings*
Your choice:
*ONE OF EACH!* PAN!PAN! * PIZZA!PIZZA!

with a 16 oz. drink

Brand New, Spacious 3 Bedroom Apt.
1/2 Block From Campus

rrry, only one left! Call Now!

'

..

3 West Lincoln 345-4743

! 3. Locally owned (if exchange is necessary)

I·.··

.

~

Explres: 7-8-92

~ Th'rqfu}~·~

L

~

----------------1991 Little Caesar Enterprises. Inc.

$9 •99

plus tax

Valid only with coupon at participating Little Caesars.
Extra toppings availabe at additional cost.
One coupon per customer. *Excludes extra cheese.

Expires 7-8-92
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Miller, Steele reflect on Olympic Trials experienc
By MATT MAHARG
Staff writer

Eastern track members Dan Steele and
Braidy Miller returned' from the Olympic
Trials, which were held in New Orleans,
Tuesday a little disappointed with how
they performed.
Miller was throwing the discus and
hammer on artificial turf that registered a
120-degree temperature, resulting in a less
than average performance for the Panther
AU-American.
Miller threw the discuss 171-feet, 10
inches, about 13 feet short of what was
required to make the final round of 12.
Then in the hammer throw, he threw a distance of 190-feet, seven inches when a
minimum throw of 214-feet, 10 inches
was needed to make the final round of
twelve.
"I don't really have any excuses,"
Miller said after returning Tuesday. "The
weather conditions were the same for
everyone, but there were a lot of people
who had bad days, not just me. I was a little upset with how I performed, but I'm
very satisfied with how the regular season
went."
During the regular season Miller threw
the hammer 211-feet, seven inches in
Mid-Continent Conference action, while

tossing the discuss 186-feet to set a Mid- assisting Moore with the team by working
with the discus and hammer throwers.
Con record.
While the heat was on Millet, a slip up
Miller pointed to the Ball State relays
and Eastern Invitational as high points of wound up hampering Steele's Olympic
the season. At Ball State, he threw the dis- chances. He hit his back foot on the eighth
cus 196-feet and during the Eastern hurdle which knocked him off stride. The
Invitational, he came up with his best miscue, kept him from advancing to the
next round and possibly the final round of
hammer throws of the season.
Seven of his 12 throws were over 204 eight.
Steele, who won the Division I national
feet, breaking his own school records on
five occasions. Mifler also received the championship in the 400-meter intermediLantz and O'Brien Scholarships this year ate hurdles, turned in a time of :50.82 in
and had been on the Dean's List his last -the event. That time was just three-hunderedths of a second slower than the 16th
four semesters.
Miller said the season's worth of week- best time needed to advance to the next
end meets and travel really took its toll, round.
The mishap of Steele hitting his foot on
probably making him less than 100 percent heading into the Olympic Trials.
the hurdle seemed to be an issue of chang"We had weekend meets every week- ing the number of strides he normally
end since January with the exception of a takes between the last three hurdles.
couple of occasions," Miller said. "I think , "I usually take 13 strides between hurthat combined with the travel really wore dles for the first seven," Steele said.
me out. I'll be looking forward to getting "After that, I use 15 strides for the last
some rest now that the season is over."
three. Coach Moore and I talked about
Miller credited coach Neil Moore and what it would take for me to improve my
some of his professor's who showed up at time down the stretch and we decided I
the track meets at Eastern. "I really appre- would try 14 strides for the last three hurciate the great support I've had here and dles, something I really wasn't used to."
As things turned out, changing to a 14that not only includes coach Moore, but
also all the other people who showed up at stride pace down the stretch hurt Steele
our meets including.some of the teachers." immediately as his trail foot caught hold
Miller will be at Eastern next year of the eighth hurdle, knocking him off

balance thereby slowing him down.
Steele saw the proposition as a ga
but didn't figure he had anything to 1
"There's no question I could've made
the finals of I would've stuck to my
Jar style," Steele said.
This is what made it so frustratin
Steele when he realized he hadn't q
fied for the next round. "I was real
trated after I found out I hadn't quar
because my hopes were up, but after I
the times I was really frustrated beca
knew I could've done better on any
the week."
Steele said the temperature felt
hotter compared to that of Austin,
the NCAA Championships. "(The c
tions) made me constantly have to
water to try and adapt," Steele said.
Steele plans on moving to Frost
Md., at the end of August to attend
ate school. Along with that, he wan
try to learn how to pole vault in or
compete in the decathlon.
"I'd also like to get with some
club out there," Steele said, speaki
Frostburg.
As for the immediate future, S
plans on relaxing a little then workin
in the weightroom and practicing the
vault for the rest of the summer.

Wisconsin-Milwauke
happy to join Mid-Co
By MATT MAHARG
Staff writer
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MARI OGAWA/Photo editor

Swing batter!
Five-year-old Collin Wallace swings a bat Tuesday evening during a Tiny Tots game at the field near the
Campus Pond.

University of WisconsinMilwaukee Athletic Director Bud
Haidet had three goals in mind
when he took over his post 1988.
One of those goals was finding a
conference the Panthers could
compete in.
It took a few years, but now
Milwaukee has found a home in
the Mid-Continent Conference as
the Mid-Con's newest member.
"Especially the last year we've
been looking real hard to join a
conference," UWM Sports
Information Director Paul
Helgren said. "I think it was a
matter of waiting to see what
Akron was going to do because
Jerry lppoliti wasn't going to
have 11 teams in the conference it was going to be either 10 or 12
(teams)."
So with Akron moving to the
Mid-American Conference, that
opened the door for Milwaukee to
take over the Zips' conference
slot.

"There's no doubt about·
a. tremendous advantage to
conference nowadays," He
said. "Geographically,
couldn't ask for a better loca
There were two other c
ences which expressed inte
Milwaukee along with the
Con. One was the Missouri
and the other was the Midw
Collegiate.
"The Missouri Valley sh
some interest but not as m
the Mid-Continent did," H
said. "With the Midwe
Collegiate, I think one of th
tors that turned them away
us was the fact that they bas
only have private schools as
ference members."
• Continued on page 11

Chang becomes first major upset victim at Wimbledo
WIMBLEDON, England (AP) - Michael Chang became
the first major upset victim of the year at Wimbledon, losing
today in straight sets to Briton Jeremy Bates.
The seventh-seeded Chang sprayed shots off the court in
all directions in a 6-4, 6-3, 6-3 loss to Bates, ranked I 13th in
the world and often a butt of jokes in his own country.
Chang was the first seed to lose in the tournament. Ten
women's seeds and three men's seeds advanced to the second round today, though not all with the same ease.
Defending women's champion Steffi Graf, nine-time
champion Martina Navratilova and third seed Gabriela
Sabatini hardly broke a sweat while winning. Jennifer
Capriati had to work harder to complete her first-round victory.
Other women advancing included seventh seed Mary Joe
Fernandez, eighth seed Conchita Martinez, 1lth seed Jana
Novotna, 13th seed Zina Garrison, 15th seed Kimiko Date
and 16th seed Judith Wiesne1

Rain and darkness ended play late in the day.
Graf, the second seed this year, swept to a 6-1, 6-0 victory over Noelle Van Lottum and Sabatini was a 6-1, 6-1 winner against Christelle Fauche. Navratilova, seeded fourth,
won 6-2, 6-2 over Magdalena Maleeva.
Capriati, the sixth seed, was on her way to a routine victory over Chanda Rubin, but lost four straight games near
the end of the match before finishing off a 6-0, 7-5 victory.
"There was not a lot of rhythm out there," Capriati said
of the battle of 16-year-old Americans. "I was leading and I
just should've put it away." The victorious men's seeds
were Guy Forget, seeded ninth, Richard Krajicek, seeded
11th, and David Wheaton, seeded 16th.
Unseeded John McEmoe, a three-time Wimbledon winner, overcame early sloppiness to defeat Luiz Mattar 5-7, 61, 6-3, 6~3. His next opponent will be another unseeded former champ, Pat Cash, who won 6-4, 6-4, 7-6 (7-3) against
Jacco Eltingh.

No British man has won a singles title at Wimb
since 1936 and Bates, as his country's top male play
the last few years, has often been used as an exam
what is wrong with the country's tennis programs.
But all was forgiven today. Crowds dangled from
cases overlooking Court 14 to see the match, and a
Jack fluttered in triumph in the crowd after Bates' vict
"It's one match. I played it very well, but it's sti
match," Bates said, showing considerably more res
than the British press is likely to show Wednesda; mo
"It's one of the best wins I'Ye ever had in 12 years, b
not going to change the face of tennis overnight."
also Jost in the first round last year, to fellow Americ
Mayotte.
"Obviously it's frustrating to come out he
Wimbledon and prepare on the grass for a few week
lose here in the first round," he said.

